Cycling through
the vineyards
4-day route

Tourism- Adventure - Entertainment - Culture

www.guiesbtt.cat

El Bages

Persons

With
own bike

MTB BIKE RENTAL
Traditional

Electric

4

548 €/p

580 €/p

628 €/p

5

505 €/p

537 €/p

585 €/p

6

482 €/p

514 €/p

562 €/p

7

462 €/p

494 €/p

542 €/p

8

440 €/p

472 €/p

520 €/p

Double room. / Single room supplement: 68 € / person (3 nigths).
Departures on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday // Other days: + 45 € per person.
Optional Transfer from Barcelona – Manresa: 90 €/ trip (up to 4 people. For larger groups ask prices).
Return available at same prices.
Option extra night in Manresa (Bed & Breakfast) 47,50 €/ person. (Double Room.)

Information & bookings:
GC-143

Passeig Pere III, 53 - 08242 MANRESA
Tel 938 746 152
info@viatgesconcord.com - www.viatgesconcord.com

GC-143

Come and discover the Pla de Bages D.O. wines!
Starting from Manresa, enjoy a magnificent trail
around the vineyards. Taste the best wines, from
6 wineries and cellars carefully chosen, stay in cosy
hotels and enjoying the exquisite cuisine of the most
prestigious restaurants on the route. If you wish, we
store the MTB for you. Even E-Bikes.

www.viatgesconcord.com

Tours - holidays - routes - mtb

GuiesBtt.cat

Route 4 days.
For thorough Pla de Bages D.O. a magnificent route 4 days and 98 km in total, to enjoy with
a Mountain Bike or E-Bike (highly recommended if you are not regular users).
Always accompanied by a local guide (residing in the territory), includes backup car (both
carrying luggage accommodation in hotels and transport of wine or cava wine), this tour
shows the past (like some masonry stonewalleds shelters and stone carved vine vats) and
the present (6 guided tasting included) around D.O Pla de Bages. With accommodation
and meals included in the price, just enjoy the landscape, the environment and the best
wines!.
.

DAY 1. Manresa – Artés - Horta d’Avinyó (25,83 Km. 288 m. vertical accumulated).
Leaving from Manresa (Bus Station), the route leads to the vats “Tines dels Tres Salts”
to the Monastery of Sant Benet de Bages (founded 960), where will be a tour of the different rooms. This monastery was owned by the painter Ramon Casas and is currently
the headquarters of the Alicia Foundation, dedicated to food science. After lunch in
these magnificent premises, the route continues to the centuries-old vineyards and a
small artisanal winery in Artés, then visit with tasting of their excellent products. The
dinner is an exceptional place, absolutely linked to the world of wine. And finally have
a cosy accommodation in a beautiful rural accommodation

DAY 2. Horta d’Avinyó - Artés – Sallent (15,79 Km. 212 m. vertical accumulated).
After a good breakfast the route continues Horta d’Avinyó to enjoy an extensive visit to
different areas, vineyards, vats and wine huts (and an interesting wine museum) one of
the largest producers in the area. After the tasting, return to Artés to take the lunch. In
the afternoon is the detailed visit to a cooperative where you can follow an interesting
exhibition of the preparation and tasting of different products produce. Then again en
route to a excellent hotel (****) for dinner and sleep.

General Information
ROUTE 2 DAYS INCLUDES:
Official guide tour.
Guided tours to wineries or 6 wineries with tasting included
In at least
three cases, also included visits to the vineyards
Backup car for 4 days, with the possibility of
also bringing the products purchased
Baggage transport participants to stay in accommodation
Lunch, dinner and accommodation (Rural Tourism Accommodation) 1st day. Breakfast, lunch, dinner
and accommodation (Hotel ****) 2nd day. Breakfast, lunch, dinner and accommodation (Hotel ***) 3rd
day. Breakfast and lunch on the 4th day.
Travel insurance (accident and liability) Service guide
and translation in English / French visits to wineries, wineries, a tour of Manresa and the Monestir
de St. Benet de Bages.
Bike MTB traditional (MT2 Megamo Bikes with disc brakes and 24 speeds,
or similar). RECOMMENDED Mountain E-BIKE (*) IF NOT A REGULAR USER biking
(*) Mountain E-Bikes, booking at least 10 days in advance.
NOTES:
A minimum of 4 and a maximum of 8 for the route
Bring appropriate footwear (no sandals or beach shoes) and it is recommended to wear appropriate
for the activity.
You must wear a helmet and is highly recommended to use gloves (in both cases, the organization
will leave you someone).

DAY 3. Sallent - St. Joan – Manresa (28,92 km. 227 m. vertical accumulated).
Following much of La Sèquia (an old and little channel of the XIV century) reach a
small house, a producer of fine wines from very old (it is known that part of the Monastery of Sant Benet). who has maintained that tradition with a well-crafted work.
After lunch at a very special place, the route continues on the outskirts of Sant Joan
de Vilatorrada, where we find a winery that produces expert hands even for other producers (in addition to oil and other products) with organic farming and very accurate.
Accommodation in a comfortable Manresa or dinner at one of the best restaurants in
town is closing a wonderful day.

DAY 4. Manresa – Salelles - Manresa (14,34 km. 160 m. vertical accumulated)
The last day, enjoy a wonderful first tour Manresa; highlighting the Cathedral and the
Modernism as two main elements of the city. Then, en route again to one of the most
prestigious restaurants where you can enjoy a wonderful meal. Next, there are one of
the most famous wineries, thanks to the quality of their production expands.
Return to Manresa is a route mainly downhill and quite easy to Bus Station / FFCC.

